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DIRECTOR'S BIO
John DeMita is delighted to be directing again at USC, where he is an Assistant Professor of Theatre Practice. Directing credits include: Andak Theatre Company (North Hollywood): The Elephant Man, Betrayal (Garland Award), The Misanthrope (Backstage West Award), Santa Clarita Performing Arts Center: SubUrbia, Equus, Death of a Salesman, As You Like It, Rumors, El Camino Center for the Arts: Six Characters in Search of an Author, The Crucible, Picnic, Romeo and Juliet, Macbeth, The Hot l Baltimore, Mother Courage and her Children, Hay Fever, and the USC productions of Dark of the Moon and 27 Wagons Full of Cotton. As a voice actor, John has performed in hundreds of projects, including Miyazaki's Princess Mononoke, Castle in the Sky, and Kiki's Delivery Service, the anime series Naruto, The Animatrix, Final Fantasy and Dynasty Warriors video games, and SEGA's Binary Domain, for which he traveled to Tokyo to create the critically acclaimed motion capture robot "Cain."

DIRECTOR'S NOTE
When I told a college friend I had been asked to direct The Way of the World here at the School of the Dramatic Arts, he responded briefly but prophetically: "Oh, what fun. And hard. Good, hard fun."

That is what it has been, and we are grateful and better for it. Personally, I am grateful for the exceptional BA students here at USC. I am truly amazed at what they have accomplished, and I am happily reminded how much fun can be had with a group of hard working, like-minded theatre practitioners in pursuit of excellence.

I am also indebted to my friend and mentor Dakin Matthews, not only for his guidance in editing this complex play, but also for decades of inspirational collaboration in the theatre. Here is an excerpt from his own notes for a production he adapted in 1994:

"The Way of the World is not only Congreve's last play, it is, for all intents and purposes, the last play that qualifies as a pure Restoration comedy. The world of which Congreve was a part — turn of the seventeenth century London, was a world not unlike our own — confused in its ethics, obsessed with fashion, money, and sex, undergoing a radical change of cultural values. It was perhaps a wittier era than our own, but probably no wiser. So don't be fooled by the trappings or lulled by the language; listen closely, watch carefully, judge fairly and you will discover the way of his world is very much the way of ours."

We have certainly discovered this to be true, and look forward to sharing this work with you.
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